
  
  

Day   2   Participant   Questions   
  

Question   Panel   

Will   there   be   a   Climate   Migration   Workshop   like   this   for   the   Western   United   

States?   And   if   so   when?   Housing   Panel   

With   emerging   mass   mobility,   how   might   we   optimize   housing   needs   without   

incurring   sprawl...particularly   as   there   seems   to   be   more   movement   out   of   cities?  Housing   Panel   

How   are   you   all   coordinating   with   surrounding   communities   to   address   housing   

needs   in   acute   climate   events?   Housing   Panel   

What   are   solutions   for   housing   to   improve   resilience   and   climate   risk   reduction   Housing   Panel   

How   is   the   white   house   supporting   this?   Housing   Panel   

On   housing   &   migration,   can   you   talk   about   the   different   responsibilities,   

interdependencies   and   needs   of   city   v   region   v   state   v   federal   government.   Housing   Panel   

What   policies/programs/planning   models   encourage   or   excite   you   that   may   help   

us   tackle   both   existing   affordable   housing   crises   along   with   future   migration?   Housing   Panel   

Ron   -   what   similarities   and   differences   do   you   see   between   issues   around   

international   and   domestic   migrants   to   Minneapolis?   Housing   Panel   

How   can   we   facilitate   migration   to   communities   (mostly   rural)   that   need   people   

rather   than   communities   that   are   already   overwhelmed   from   in-migration?   Housing   Panel   

What   lessons   from   COVID19   housing/commuting   shifts   are   most   relevant   to   

climate   migration   in   your   communities?   Housing   Panel   

What   are   tactics   for   building   more   resilient   affordable   housing   to   better   perform   

in   emergency   climate   events?   Housing   Panel   

How   much   tension   has   there   been   in   Minneapolis   between   longer-term   residents   

and   newer   residents   (including   Somali   and   Hmong)   and   how   have   you   dealt   with   

that?   Housing   Panel   

The   current   system   of   allocating   land   doesn't   work   already.   To   what   extent   do   we   

anticipate   changing   policies   to   facilitate   more   "nomadic"   living   arrangements?   Housing   Panel   

How   do   we   decrease   the   potential   for   people   to   be   displaced   by   climate   migrants   

(e.g.   in   Miami   with   people   moving   from   the   coast   to   inland   neighborhoods)?   Housing   Panel   



When   working   with   different   agencies,   how   do   you   link   vital   infrastructure  

upgrades   with   the   housing   conversation?   Infrastructure   Panel   

How   can   we   center   climate   refugees   from   other   nations   in   this   conversation?   

Given   that   immigration   policies   in   the   US   are   already   contentious   enough.   Infrastructure   Panel   

What   differences   and   opportunities   are   there   with   increased   remote   work   and   

people   renting   rather   than   owning.   Infrastructure   Panel   

Wouldn't   logistics   operate   Horizontally,   not   vertically,   including   buy-ins   from   

bottom   up,   necessitating   reach   out/education   and   government   incentives?   Infrastructure   Panel   

Laurie:   Would   population   displacement   be   helped   by   a   national   affordable   

housing   strategy?   Infrastructure   Panel   

Are   tribal   entities   in   MN   involved   in   discussions   around   the   topic   of   climate   

migration?   Infrastructure   Panel   

Human   toll   is   real.   But,   we   also   have   address   carrying   capacity   and   damage   to   

receiving   communities.   What   are   the   rules   for   blocking   in-migration?   Infrastructure   Panel   

Decades   in   city   planning   have   convinced   me   that   new   growth   of   any   kind   can   be   

fraught,   even   at   a   small   scale.   What   needs   to/can   change   for   climate   futures?   Infrastructure   Panel   

How   will   the   increased   investment   of   high   speed   internet   in   areas   with   affordable   

housing   help?   Infrastructure   Panel   

Ricky,   RU   saying   population   is   decreasing,   but   demands   on   stormwater   

infrastructure   is   increasing?   Driven   by   impervious   installed   during   high   growth   

periods?   Infrastructure   Panel   

What   is   the   role   of   natural   green   infrastructure   and   social   equity   in   housing   part   

of   this   infrastructure   conversation?   Infrastructure   Panel   

Could   the   panelists   talk   about   the   obstacle   of   a   lack   of   political   will.   Climate   

change   is   a   long   term   priority/opportunity,   but   there   are   other   short-term   item   Infrastructure   Panel   

How   can   we   get   away   from   thinking   about   ACs   as   a   climate   solution   without   

jeopardizing   (and   even   enhancing)   equity?   Infrastructure   Panel   

Have   you   been   thinking   about   the   intersections   with   cybersecurity?   (Europe   

shows   huge   urgency   in   blackout   contingency   planning   on   the   intersect   with   

climate)   Infrastructure   Panel   

Where   can   communities   start   who   want   to   ensure   infrastructure   investments   

that   are   meant   to   last   50+   years   will   be   designed   to   accommodate   population   

shifts?   Infrastructure   Panel   

Where   can   communities   start   who   want   to   ensure   infrastructure   investments   

that   are   meant   to   last   50+   years   will   be   designed   to   accommodate   population   

shifts?   Labor   Panel   



  

  

Brian   are   you   looking   at   other   underlying   issues   with   worker   participation   such   as   

minimum   wage   and   government   regulation   of   jobs?   Metrics   alone   are   limiting.   Labor   Panel   

Brian,   is   there   a   government?   funding   for   educating   businesses   about   the   

viability   of   hiring   those   who   would   look   for   work,   if   their   needs   are   filled,   outside   

of   salary?   Labor   Panel   

Brian   -   What   areas   of   upskilling   and   redevelopment   are   you   looking   at?   Are   there   

financial   supports   for   those   looking   at   doing   so?   Labor   Panel   

Do   either   Marty   or   Brian   work   to   identify   where   people   are   coming   from   and   do   

you   provide   recommendations   to   the   state   to   promote   migration   to   Michigan?   Labor   Panel   

As   noted,   most   labor   force   issues   aren't   new.   What   do   regions/places   need   to   

know   about   the   pace   and   scale   of   climate   related   migration   in   order   to   prepare?   Labor   Panel   

Is   anybody   looking   at   the   needs   of   the   aging   workforce?   Labor   Panel   


